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Grehan mention for ISL are: don't-like 1 and don't-like 2 , shh, foo, did-on-purpose, doesn't-suit-you/funny-on, eyebrow-raise, wof, don't-annoy-me, up-to-chin and spoil. These special signs are female signs that are nowadays mostly used by elderly female signers. They occur either with special oral components that are clearly sign language inherent or one of the aforementioned manner markers. One example of this kind of co-occurrence is don't-like 2 which is typically accompanied by the abovementioned intense marker "ee". The sign expresses a strong dislike of a person or a specific artistic genre (Leeson & Grehan 2004:46) . It is thus logical to use the intense marker as this sign's oral component as it emphasizes the speaker's dislike of the topic of conversation. An example of a sign that is accompanied by none of the aforementioned manner markers but rather by its own "idiosyncratic" oral component is shh. This sign is used in situations where interlocutors are at cross-purposes (Leeson & Grehan 2004:46) , for example when the speaker asks the addressee to pass him the The current chapter will describe the two different kinds of mouth actions, focusing on their frequency and functions as observed in the Signs of Ireland Corpus (SOI). To this end, the chapter is subdivided into two subchapters. The first subchapter provides a description of my data sources, i.e. an outline of the corpus and methodology used in this study. The second subchapter analyzes the data in the framework of earlier mouth actions research and establishes a typology of mouthings and mouth gestures that will be used for the sociolinguistic and linguistic investigations in chapters 5 and 6.
Data Sources and Methodology
This section describes the data sources and methodology used in order to sociolinguistically and linguistically investigate the system and functions of mouth actions in ISL. The data of this study are taken from the Signs of Ireland Corpus which was kindly made available to me by the Centre for Deaf Studies at Trinity College Dublin. Data from the SOI are used with permission of the Centre for Deaf Studies, Trinity College Dublin. Special thanks to all the signers whose data I used for my study: Caroline W., Eilish B., Fergus D., Fergus M., Kevin L., Laurence H., Marian H., Michelle M., Noeleen D., Peter M., Sarah-Jane M. and Sean H. The SOI is a corpus containing self-selected personal stories, narrations of the "Frog Story" which is a story about a little boy who searches for a frog that escaped from a jar, and elicited data (the Volterra picture task was used to elicit transitive sentences). 40 Both the Frog Story and the Volterra picture task are often used in sign linguistics for data collection. The corpus comprises 40 (16=male, 24=female) ISL signers aged 18-65+. However, only very few signers are elderly (i.e. age 60+) which is going to be relevant for a differentiation into age groups later on. The data of the corpus were collected by a deaf researcher in 2004 across the Republic of Ireland. Signers are from five different locations: Dublin, Waterford, Wexford, Cork and Galway. A map of Ireland (taken from Leeson 2008) showing the locations where the data were collected is depicted in figure 4.2.
Moreover, "naive" signers were chosen for the corpus, i.e. ISL teachers or other individuals with a linguistic background were not included. All signers use ISL as their preferred language and acquired it in their youth (cf. The data are digitalized and almost all 40 personal stories and 10 frog stories are annotated in ELAN. This was accomplished in 2004-2007 by three deaf researchers. ELAN (EUDICO Linguistic Annotator) was developed by the Max Planck Institute Nijmegen and is the standard tool for transcribing sign language data. For the transcription, the annotation conventions of the ECHO (European Cultural Heritage Online, http://www.let.ru.nl/signlang/ echo/) Project were used. The transcriptions for the SOI generally consist of different tiers for glosses, the different non-manual features such as eye gaze or mouth actions, notes, translations and iconic information. Other special tiers have been added by different researchers working with the corpus (e.g. narrator/role shift). An example of a typical ELAN file from the SOI can be seen in figure 4.3. The data that were used for the current study on mouth actions comprised personal stories of 12 (6=male, 6=female) signers from Dublin, i.e. approximately 27 minutes of data or 2,353 signs. In order to analyze generational variation, the signers were divided into three age groups: 18-35 (age group 1), 36-50 (age group 2) and 50+ (age group 3). Each group comprises a period of 15 years, starting with age 18 which is the minimum age of the recorded signers. 15 years is a little less than 20 or 25 years that are assumed for a generation by sociological theories (e.g. Strauss & Howe 1992) or in most demographic cohorts. However, the period of 15 years seemed more adequate for this study, especially with respect to the data available in the SOI. The age range comprised in the corpus makes a distinction into 20-year intervals impossible. Moreover, there are only very few elderly signers (65+). In order to make the age groups comparable in numbers, I thus had to divide 15-year age groups. With respect to the issue of mouthing, a further age group, aged 70+ would have been ideal as male signers in this age group would have received no oral education at all and female signers would have received their primary education before the introduction of oralism at St. Mary's. 41 Unfortunately, this was not possible with the current data. Nevertheless, the Unauthenticated Download Date | 6/13/19 5:16 AM majority of signers in the third age group (50+) are aged 55+. Also, many of the men in the third age group received some of their school education before the introduction of oralism at St. Joseph's, which makes a comparison of genders in this age group particularly interesting. Table 4 .1 below provides a short overview of the signers that were chosen for the current study as well as information about the age of acquisition of ISL and the languages used for family communication (taken from Mohr 2012:193) . In order to be able to analyze mouth actions in terms of word class, I added a word class tier. In this tier I established a word class for every lexical gloss that was annotated, leaving out gestures. A problematic issue in this context was to decide whether a gesture was an ad-hoc gesture and non-conventionalized, i.e. non-lexicalized, or if it was a gesture that, although not a sign language sign, is conventionalized and known throughout the whole ISL community. This point was crucial for the establishment of syntactic slots. Some of the non-conventionalized gestures substituted the predicate of a sentence or even made up the whole utterance. While this is a ubiquitous phenomenon in spontaneous speech as well (cf. for example a doctor telling his nurse to hand him a scalpel by simply saying "Scalpel!" and opening his hand), it hampered the determination of syntactic slots. All utterances including nonconventionalized gestures were excluded from the first step of the analysis aiming at establishing the basic syntactic categories of ISL. 42 The frequency of non-conventionalized gestures seems to depend on several factors such as linguistic competence. Good sign language skills seem to limit the excessive use of gestures (signers from Deaf families generally used fewer gestures than signers from hearing families) and the degree of involvement (e.g. Chafe 1982; Tannen 1985) . However, the investigation of involvement and detachment has not been researched for sign languages so far and was not one of the central issues of this book. A few examples of non-conventionalized gestures in the data are shown below. Examples (1) and (2) show sentences that are completely predicateless as far as lexical signs are concerned, while in example (3) the whole utterance consists of one gesture.
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(1) index+me index+fl index+me 'sure just leave it for now' 'I thought I would just leave it for now.'
(2) okay 'let's go then' 'sauntering over' 'thumbs up' 'So we said "okay, let's go then" and [and sauntered over] to the boy with the motorbike.'
Gestures were also not allocated a word class on the word class tier. They were simply classified as "gesture". Another methodological problem was the establishment of sentence boundaries. The same issue has been raised by other researchers (Erlenkamp 2000, for example), who mention that this is a common problem when analyzing spontaneous speech. Sometimes participants would stop and correct mistakes they made or leave sentences unfinished. These unfinished sentences could not be considered for my analysis either.
Finally, I distinguished mouthings from mouth gestures for my investigation although I did not split the mouthing tier from the ELAN files in two as I did not want to change the original annotations made by the native speakers. I made the distinction between mouthings and mouth gestures in statistical analyses thus counting instances like the manual sign ladder being accompanied by a mouthed 'ladder' as mouthings and instances like the manual sign shape-ofengine accompanied by an 'open, clenched teeth' mouth as mouth gestures.
Categorization of Mouth Actions in the SOI Data
In the following, a categorization of the mouth actions that were found in the SOI is provided. For mouth gestures this has been done by other researchers for other sign languages. The applicability of these classifications to ISL will be discussed in section 4.2.2.
A categorization of mouthings was usually not carried out for other sign languages. Only recently, Bank et al. (2011:256) suggested a classification of mouthings into standard mouthings, mouthings variants and overlaps in NGT. Regarding the form and semantics of the manual-mouthing relationships, this seemed necessary for ISL as well. While a relation of formal and semantic congruence 44 holds true for many of the mouthings observed, others were divergent from the manual sign itself or the concept expressed by the latter. In Mohr (2012:197) I hence propose a classification of ISL mouthings into 6 types according to formal 45 and semantic criteria. This typology is taken up in 4.2.1 and explained in further detail.
The different types of mouthings and mouth gestures are discussed qualitatively in the next two sections while they are evaluated quantitatively with respect to linguistic and sociolinguistic factors in chapters 5 and 6.
Mouthings
Concerning the quality of mouthings, there are many different possibilities of combinations with manuals. Generally, there are three larger categories describing the match of mouthing and manual sign when referring to the parameters mentioned in the previous section. An example of the first large category mentioned above, are semantic and formal one-to-one matches of mouthings and manual signs or the canonical gloss and "fool", chair and "chair", month and "month" or ball and "ball". The sign chair is shown in figure 4 .4. It also seems noteworthy that this kind of mouthing is the most common combination of mouthing and manual sign. This semantic redundancy is also mentioned in other studies (e.g. Plaza Pust 2005). Subsequently, this kind of matching is called TYPE 1.
A mouthed word and a manual or gloss might only be semantically related while they are not alike in form, as mentioned by Boyes Braem (2001) for her DSGS data. Instances of this are big and "massive", false and "fake", cup-of-tea and "cappuccino", motorbike and "scooter", job and "work" or like and "love". This relation of manual sign and mouthing is classified as TYPE 2. The sign cup-of-tea accompanied by the mouthing "cappuccino" is shown in 4.5. Although the next type is very similar to TYPE 2 (semantically similar but formally different mouthings) with respect to its semantics, it is different in form, which is why I decided to assign it a category of its own. Many verbs that have to be translated as prepositional verbs are only accompanied by the blank mouthed verb as in go-in/go-off and "go". Further examples are packing-up and "pack", throw-out accompanied by a mouthed "throw" or look-up/look-for and "look". throw-out combined with "throw" can be seen below. Similar instances can be found especially with incorporated elements and classifier constructions. Thus, throw-ball-up might only be accompanied by "throw" and score-in-basketballnet by "scored", put-smallobject-in-engine and "put in", meet-person++ and "meet, meet, meet", tank-fills-up and "fill" or jump-over-object and "jump". The manual meet-person++ accompanied by "meet" is depicted in figure 4.7. This kind of combination of manual signs and mouthings might hint at the fact that the verb is the most salient part of this construction. However, instances where only the noun in the construction is mouthed, could be observed as well. Examples of this kind are hold-object-and-handbag accompanied by a mouthed "bag". These instances are rarer than the version mentioned above. In 57% (= 40 items) of these cases, the manual was accompanied by the verb only, while in 43% (= 30 items) of all cases, the construction was combined with either the object that is concerned or a preposition. Why these mouthings behave differently, cannot clearly be determined at this point. The nature of the mouthings in the latter constructions hints at pragmatic reasons though. Frequently, the object that is expressed on the mouth is not directly mentioned in the manual but rather relates to the overall story line as in 2x-cl-v eye-gaze-meet and "Sarah Jane". This defies the idea of saliency of the construction and hints at a discourse-related explanation.
The existence of this mouthing type actually contradicts claims from earlier studies (Hohenberger & Happ 2001; Plaza Pust 2005 ) that information on inflecting verbs or classifiers cannot be expressed by lexical mouthings. Referring to the ISL data, this statement has to be revised stating that although it is certainly rare that information on classifiers is expressed on the mouth, it is possible to do so.
As the two types of combinations treated in this paragraph are so similar in that the mouthing consists of the apparently most salient element shown by the manual sign, I have decided to put them into the same category. The constructions involving English prepositional verbs are classified as TYPE 3a while the classifier constructions are categorized as TYPE 3b. The main reason for classifying them as one type only is the way the unique means of sign languages are used in the manual signs in both cases. Consequently, the use of space is meaning distinguishing in TYPE 3a. For example throw-out can be distinguished from throw because the movement path of the signs is usually different. In TYPE 3b, the use of sign language unique classifier constructions (in space) defines the combination.
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An interesting case are inflected mouthings accompanying verbs such as leave and "left", find and "found" or say and "said", think and "thought", win and "won", want and "wants" or see and "will see". Moreover, plural forms of nouns are sometimes found in mouthings. Examples of this are point and "points", holiday and "holidays", photograph and "photos". This kind of mouthings constitutes TYPE 4. The sign photograph accompanied by the mouthing "photos" can be seen in figure 4.8. The phenomenon described above has also been observed for other sign languages such as ASL or NGT (e.g. Emmorey et al. 2005; Baker & van den Bogaerde 2008) . In these studies, however, it was attributed to bimodal codeblending and ultimately a mechanism to ensure congruency between the sign language and the spoken language element on a morphological level. While the sign language verb might not be marked with a morphological marker on the verb itself, the whole sentence might be marked for past (or future) tense. In English, the morphological marker is on the verb so that at a first glance, the manual and the mouthing seem to be less congruent, while after a close analysis using the inflected English verb form, they become congruent. Emmorey et al. (2005) mention that this mechanism is especially easily applied to verbs as sign language verbs are produced with their own morphology while the spoken language verbs can show tense inflections at the same time. Moreover, the spoken and the signed language material are produced by different articulators. The two morphological systems hence do not impede each other. They claim that aspectual marking of the iterative in ASL that is often matched with repetitions of the English verb is similar. Emmorey and colleagues also claim that this is not as easily possible with nouns while Baker and van den Bogaerde (2008) found a lot of these instances in their study. As mentioned earlier, some instances concerning nouns were found in the SOI. However, they were more frequent in verbs.
While the explanation of the creation of congruency seems plausible concerning the ISL data, I would want to isolate it from its code-blending context. The context of data collection for the SOI was completely different from the contexts of the data in the other studies cited above. Consequently, it seems plausible that the signers either deliberately or unconsciously want to create semantic and morphological congruence although not in a codeblending setting.
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Cases of reduced mouthings of the type part accompanied by "p-", brilliant and "brill-", finish and "fsh", practice and "pra-pra-", language and "l-" or want and "wa-" also occurred, similar to the Bank et al. (2011) study. brilliant combined with "brill-" is shown in figure 4.9. However, these instances were rather rare in the annotations in general. This might be due to the fact that transcriptions were made by deaf researchers living in Ireland. These researchers are likely to be phonologically biased, because they are surrounded by spoken English in their everyday lives. This problem was already addressed in chapter 3.2.3, where it was connected to the McGurk effect. Furthermore, the annotators might have transcribed what they think should be there (as far as they are concerned) but not what was actually uttered. Generally, the deaf researchers transcribed full mouthings, also in cases that seem debatable to me (a non-native speaker of English). This aspect of the transcription might require re-evaluation. 49 This analysis was made on the basis of the existing annotations, as I relied on the native speakers' judgments. However, I have re-analyzed the data with respect to this issue and it can be stated that the frequency of this type of mouthings is sufficient in order to form a separate type. Reduced mouthings constitute TYPE 5 combinations.
Finally, there are mouthings that seem not to match the manual sign at
all. An example of this apparent mismatch is the manual sign know and the mouthing "hope" which is not directly semantically or in any other way related to the manual sign. This phenomenon can be explained by several different scenarios. Sometimes the mouthing might add an additional nuance of meaning to the manual sign, in other cases, these mouthings may be spread mouthings from a neighbouring sign and finally, the manual signs of both concepts might be metalinguistic remarks. I have categorized these kinds of mouthings as general TYPE 6, with more fine-grained distinctions into TYPE 6a, b, c.
Examples of the first case (TYPE 6a), a mouthing adding an additional nuance of meaning, are stripes-on-top-of-shoes combined with "brown, beige", believe accompanied by a mouthed "can't", know and "didn't", engine and "turn on there", signing and "go on" or reduce modified in one case by "lucky" and in another by "cheap". stripes-on-top-of-shoes combined with "brown, beige" can be seen below.
50 Figure 4 .10 TYPE 6a mouthing When analyzing some of the examples further, the functions of the mouthings in these seemingly random combinations become apparent. The whole sentence involving stripes-on-top-of-shoes can be seen in (4).
"shoes" closed, round "ao" closed, stretched "ao" open, stretched___ _ "brown" (4) shoes pointed-shoes expensive stripes-on-top-of-shoes "beige" *b.i. 'The shoes were pointed shoes, expensive and had brown (and) beige stripes on top.' "Brown, beige" further defines the stripes that are mentioned in the manual sign in the first example. In the combination of the manual sign reduce and "cheap"/"lucky", the manual is further defined by stating that something became cheap because of the reduced price and that this was a lucky circumstance. The example of the sign stripes-on-top-of-shoes is similar to cases found for Norwegian Sign Language by Vogt-Svendsen (2001) which she called simultaneous compound signs (cf. chapter 3.2.3). Just as "rød" combined with pullover adds additional meaning, "brown, beige" adds additional meaning to stripes-on-top-of-shoes. This is especially interesting, since the mouthings have the status of independent lexemes in this construction as they carry independent meaning. As their meaning is not expressed in any manual sign, the importance of the mouthings is emphasized. Thus, the term "simultaneous compounds" seems appropriate and suggests the existence of this construction in ISL.
In the example of the manual reduce accompanied by either "lucky" or "cheap", the mouthings actually describe the results of the action depicted by the manual sign. This is similar to the simultaneous compound construction analyzed above, although it is not exactly the same thing. While the mouthings express an independent meaning that is not expressed in any manual sign as in the case mentioned above and can thus be considered independent lexemes as well, they do not create a compound in the common sense. They do not modify the sign they are combined with any further, but rather express a state or goal achieved by the action depicted in the manual verb sign. Hence, they could be described as "simultaneous modifiers". TYPE 6b, mouthings that spread from an adjacent sign are rather frequent. Generally, mouthings have been found to spread either rightward (progressively) or leftward (regressively). While some sign languages exhibit preferences for a certain direction (cf. chapter 3.2.4), others allow both rightward and leftward spreading. In ISL, both possibilities can be observed although rightward spreading is slightly more frequent (55.7% rightward, 44.3% leftward spreading). Firstly, a few examples of progressive spreading can be seen below. A supplementary note seems in order. Mouthings of type 6b are only concerned with one of the manuals involved in the spreading, i.e. the manual that is not the "source" of the spread mouthing. In progressive spreading as in example (5a) and (5b) it is the manual following the source, in regressive spreading as in (6a) and (6b) it is the manual preceding the source. The other manual (the "source" of the mouthing) involved in these combinations usually shows a type 1 (formally and semantically congruent) mouthing combination.
Analyses for other sign languages revealed that spreading usually occurs from content to function word or that it establishes prosodic linking (e.g. Pfau 2005; 2009; Crasborn et al. 2008 ). This fact could also be observed for ISL, i.e. that spreading was especially frequent with pronouns/indexicals that usually do not occur with any mouth action so that the mouthing of the adjacent sign can easily spread onto the pronoun/indexical. Examples of this can be seen below. Sentence (7b) is also shown in figure 4.11 below.
________"keep" Spreading from content to function word (as in examples (7a) and (7b)) is given in the majority of the cases, i.e. that ISL seems to be word class sensitive with respect to spreading. 51 ISL seems to be similar to SSL (which also allows progressive as well as regressive spreading) in this respect.
The high frequency of instances involving pronouns and indexical signs hints at an interesting phenomenon. While it has been mentioned in the literature that pronouns often cliticize in sign languages either by phonological assimilation or by linking of the content and function word by non-manual components, these processes have not been looked at from the point of view of grammaticalization. Wilcox et al. (2010) mention two different routes of grammaticalization in sign languages, one of which involves non-manual components such as mouth or eye movements. The path of grammaticalization here is from a non-conventional gesture to prosody/intonation to grammatical morphology. The other route proposed by them involves a lexical stage, thus leading from a non-conventional gesture, to a lexical sign to a grammatical marker. It seems possible that this process is happening in ISL. The mouthings (and frequently also mouth gestures for that matter) developed from non-conventional linguistic material (gestures in Wilcox et al.' model) into lexical pronouns and might ultimately, due to the high frequency of cliticization, develop into inflectional person markers. It remains to be seen whether the end of this grammaticalization path will actually be reached; further studies in subsequent years would be necessary in order to investigate this issue.
However, some examples diverge from the abovementioned pattern, such as (5a) -(6b) where the mouthing from a content word spreads onto the adjacent content word were found as well. The hypothesis of content-to-function word spreading does not hold in these cases. Crasborn et al. (2008) observed the same phenomenon for SSL and suggested the idea of prosodic binding for these cases, as does Boyes-Braem (2001) for DSGS. While Pfau (2009:6) explicitly mentions that cases of content to content word spreading "appear rather exceptional", this does not seem to be the case for ISL. Approximately one-third of all the spreading cases observed in the analyzed data were cases of content-to-content-word spreading.
The nature of the content-to-content-word spreading cases in ISL is similar to what has been found for other sign languages such as SSL and DSGS. Hence, in example (5a), the mouthing links a subject and its verb. In example (5b), the mouthing links the verb and its object while in examples (6a) and (6b) verb and adverbial are linked by the mouthing. A prosodic binding theory thus seems very likely in these cases. Although the frequency of these instances is relatively high compared to other sign languages where they do not seem to occur at all, the frequency as compared to content-tofunction word spreading in ISL is rather modest. Hence, these cases do not seem to constitute possible cases of grammaticalization although they could fit one of the two routes proposed by Wilcox et al. (2010) , namely the one completely bypassing the lexical stage and having prosody/intonation as a second step.
The final case to be discussed is signs and mouthings for which no relation can be established, since the mouthing neither adds an additional nuance of meaning nor is it a spread mouthing from a neighbouring sign. This last kind of combination of manual sign and mouthing is classified as TYPE 6c. Examples of this kind of matching are rare but still occur as in busconductor and "whatever". This mouthing did not spread from an adjacent sign, rather, it seems to be a metalinguistic remark that does not belong to the storyline. In this particular case it also seems to be a performance phenomenon that is not used deliberately in order to fulfill a specific function.
Slightly different are combinations of the kind hold-object-andhandbag accompanied by the mouthings "fuck, shit". In this case the mouthings apparently reflect the signer's thoughts at this moment of the story and represent an instance of constructed action. A look at the context of the mouthing reveals this. Figure 4 .12 shows the combination of holdobject-and-handbag and "fuck, shit". The signer was keen to take a stone she had found back home to her garden. In order to do so, she needed to put the rock in her handbag, which was too small and too full with other things. So she took some items out of the bag but the stone still did not fit. The mouthing was uttered at the moment when she realized that the stone did not fit, and she was still holding the stone and handbag. The mouthing might thus be a comment on this lack of space or the condition of holding too many objects. It is hence used deliberately, in order to convey additional information that is not expressed on the hands. However, contrasting with mouthings of the TYPE 6a (adding a nuance of meaning), it is less closely linked to one sign only but rather to the general storyline.
A similar example is the manual sign know, combined with the mouthing "brown-thomas". There is no mention of the concept 'brown-thomas' in the adjacent manuals, neither in the form of a manual sign nor as a fingerspelt word. However, the sequence can be interpreted as the signer knowing Brown Thomas.
53 story and "continue" is another instance of this kind of combination. In this case, the manual could be related to both neighbouring signs of story as depicted below.
closed, stretched up "continue" "go on"
(9) signing story signing
[ISL] 'I was signing, the story had to continue, [so] I kept on signing.'
The mouthing seems to be related to the neighbouring signs or rather to the storyline. Thus, it adds information that is related to the development of the story in general but not to the manual sign it accompanies.
This phenomenon is also exemplified in the sign indicator-rises-ongauge and the mouthing "level" in the following sign sequence:
"level"__________________________ (10) indicator-rises-on-gauge surprise [ISL] 'The indicator rises on the gauge [and I am] surprised.'
In this case, the mouthing seems to be related to the general storyline as well. Thus the meaning of the sequence is that the indicator rises on the gauge to a very high level, which surprises the acting person.
Another instance is man combined with the mouthing "my". Neither the left nor the right neighbouring manual sign is my. The whole sequence is: ____"he" "my" "friend"
(11) index+fr man friend
[ISL] 'That man is my friend.' Again a relation to the general storyline is a possible explanation for the manual and the mouthing combining in this way. The sentence thus translates into English as "[The man] he is my friend". In this case, the mouthing seems to be a systematic means used to ensure text cohesion. This entails that the mouthing is used deliberately as it fulfills a particular function.
The final example emphasizes the point made in the previous paragraph.
The manual sign deaf and "see" were combined. The whole sentence looks as follows:
"see" closed, forward "ao"
(12) deaf text-message
[ISL] 'The deaf person sees the text message.' Hence, the mouthing could mean that the deaf person saw the text-message. The mouthing consequently relates to the following manual sign or to the general storyline and makes the sentence more easily comprehensible.
As could be seen, there are different explanations for mismatches of mouthings and manual signs. The mouthings might add a nuance of meaning to the sign they occur with, they might be spread mouthings, a simple performance phenomenon or a systematic means of text cohesion. However, especially the explanations for TYPE 6c (metalinguistic remarks) mouthings remain speculative.
Finally, it seems noteworthy that isolated mouthings, i.e. mouthings not accompanying any manual sign, although rare, were found as well. They constitute a seventh type of mouthing, however, I have excluded them from the analysis in the subsequent chapters because I am exclusively interested in combinations and functions of manual + mouth movements.
Another combination that has not been included in the typology of mouthings discussed here is fingerspellings and mouthings. Examples are c-h-ia-n-g-m-a-i accompanied by "Chiangmai", b-a-i-l-e-y-s and "Baileys", w-e-x-f-o-r-d and "Wexford", n-b-a and "NBA" or c-r-e-t-e combined with "Crete". The sign c-h-i-a-n-g-m-a-i is shown in figure 4 .13.
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The reason for excluding this type of combination from the general typology is that fingerspellings developed as contact phenomena themselves and do not constitute lexical material in the same way that manual signs do.
Summarizing, it can be stated that the overall types of mouthing-manual relations found were: one mouthing + one manual sign, two (or more) mouthings + one manual sign, a reduced mouthing + one manual sign, one mouthing + no manual sign. For the abovementioned reasons, some combinations were excluded from the final typology of mouthings and manuals here. The following combinations of mouthings were categorized for the ISL data:
TYPE 1 -One-to-one matches of mouthings and manual signs TYPE 2 -Mouthings semantically related to the concept referred to by the manual sign TYPE 3a -Signs that would be glossed as English prepositional verbs only accompanied by the verb referred to by the sign TYPE 3b -Classifier constructions only accompanied by the English verb referred to by the sign TYPE 4 -Inflected English verb form or an English plural of the conventional meaning of a sign TYPE 5 -Reduced mouthings TYPE 6a -Simultaneous compounds or modifiers (mouthings do not directly correspond with the lexical meaning of a manual sign) TYPE 6b -Spread mouthings (mouthings do not directly correspond with the lexical meaning of a manual sign) TYPE 6c -Mouthings that do not directly correspond with the lexical meaning of a manual sign they accompany but relate to the overall story
After having looked at the typology of the mouthings found in the SOI data, the following section treats the different kinds of mouth gestures that could be observed.
Mouth Gestures
Before actually describing the quality of the mouth gestures found in the SOI data, it should be mentioned that all mouth gestures annotated simply as "closed" were excluded from the analysis. Analyzed mouth gestures only included mouth actions that involved some kind of movement of the mouth that could not be related to any spoken English word. The mouth gestures that conformed to the abovementioned definition, were manyfold in quality. Some mouth gestures seem to be ad hoc formations and seem not to be conventionalized. This was the case if a mouth action only occurred in one signer, which hints at idiosyncratic use of the mouth gesture, or only once in general. Hence, I will mainly cite examples of mouth gestures that occurred frequently in the data, i.e. repeatedly in at least two signers. Furthermore, I will try to match the analyzed mouth gestures to the different kinds of mouth gestures mentioned in chapter 3.2.1. I utilized the labels introduced by Crasborn et al. (2008) The first category of mouth gestures found were adverbial mouth gestures (TYPE 1). An example of this is the sign that was glossed as play-hardagainst-each-other accompanied by an "open, stretched wide, jaw low, teeth clenched" mouth gesture. In this case, the clenched teeth seem to express the adverbial 'hard'. This is shown in figure 4.14 below. A similar mouth gesture could be observed in the sign play-against-eachother. In this case, the clenched teeth seem to refer to the opponent relationship that is depicted, thus emphasizing that the players did not play with each other but against each other.
Another example of this is the signs fix-up and remove-parts-ofengine with a "closed, tense, bilabial" mouth gesture. This indicates that the task of fixing up that particular engine was strenuous work which could only be accomplished in a strained manner. The manual sign and mouth gesture are shown in figure 4.15 below. Another instance of an adverbial mouth gesture are the signs car-drivesaround and driving++ combined with the mouth gesture "ao, closed, sides down". This indicates several things. Firstly, the car does not drive very fast and secondly, the driving of the car is a prolonged action, the driving does not end after a few minutes. Finally, the combination of the manual sign engine with the mouth gesture "pursed, sides down, tense" could be seen as a case of an adverbial mouth gesture. The information added to the manual sign is a mix of adverbial and adjectival information. It is supposed to depict a smoothly running engine, an engine that works perfectly, emphasized by the adjacent sign perfect. The mouth gesture seems to be very important in this case because the manual sign engine is otherwise always accompanied by the mouthing "engine" and not by a mouth gesture. Apparently, the signer wanted to make it very clear at this point that the engine was working perfectly.
56 This is an even stronger hint at (optional) adverbial information that is added as the mouth gesture does not seem to be conventionalized for this sign.
This phenomenon is also exemplified in the combination of the manual riding-boat with a "stretched up" mouth gesture. The boat is a banana boat here and in this case, the mouth gesture expresses that the signer was happily riding the boat or having fun while riding it.
Finally, the manual sign work++ combined with a "closed, stretched wide, corners up" mouth gesture is an instance of an adverbial mouth gesture. The mouth gesture does not add additional meaning to the sign, it rather emphasizes that the action of working is a prolonged action and did not finish after just a few minutes. Similar cases that display the co-occurrence of the mouthing with reduplicated forms have been found with manual signs like driving++ in the previous sections. work++ can be seen in figure 4.16. A final example is the manual sign throw-down-shovel combined with a "closed, stretched" mouth gesture. This mouth gesture adds adverbial meaning because it signifies that the shovel is thrown down in an angry manner. This claim is further supported by the subsequent sign storm-off which shows that the person throwing down the shovel is indeed angry. In this case, the mouth gestures do not carry additional semantic information as in the case of adverbial mouth gestures. However, this mouth gesture does not seem to be obligatory for the sign, as the signer also uses the manual sign with the mouthing "excited". Thus, it does not seem to be phonologically relevant. Another example is the manual sign keen that was accompanied by similar mouthings of the kind "closed, forward (ao)" four times. Thus, the mouth gesture seems to be conventionalized (at least for this particular signer) as it recurs with one and the same sign. Whether the mouth gesture is actually so much conventionalized that it would be understood and used by other signers as well, could not be tested as no instances of the manual sign were found in the other signers' stories. Another example of this type of mouth gesture can be found in the sign good accompanied by a "closed, stretched wide" mouth gesture. In this case, the mouth gesture could be described as part of the phonology of the sign as it could certainly not be accompanied by a "closed, stretched down" mouth gesture because this would be contrary to the sign's meaning. The mouth gesture itself, however, does not carry any adverbial or additional meaning, thus the mouth gesture was classified as semantically empty. I am also aware of the fact that in cases like these, it is hard to tell whether the mouth gesture is actually an independent mouth gesture or whether it is rather part of whole face activity that has to accompany the manual. The manual sign good and the mouth gesture are shown in figure 4.19. The same holds true for mouth gestures occurring with the signs surprise or relief, for example. surprise, for instance, would hardly be formed with a diverging mouth gesture unless one wanted to express a different meaning Unauthenticated Download Date | 6/13/19 5:16 AM (as e.g. that something is not surprising). A similar example is wrong accompanied by a "closed, stretched" mouth. With this mouth gesture, the fact that wrong has a negative meaning, is taken up on the mouth. The sign could not be performed with a happy expression on the face and mouth. These are borderline cases of semantically empty mouth gestures and mouth gestures as part of whole face activity 57 and cannot be classified as either one or the other. Interestingly, they seem to be recurrent cross-linguistically and have been claimed to be of emotive/expressive origin (Ebbinghaus & Heßmann 1996) . Semantically empty mouth gestures are also closely related to and often coincide with echo phonology. Indeed, some of the articulated elements mentioned by Woll (2001) could also be found in the ISL data. These instances include bilabial and labiodental elements, low central vowels for example. Inhalation and exhalation breath patterns could also be observed.
Another example of a semantically empty mouth gesture is the sign endure combined with the mouth gesture "closed, bilabial, tense". This mouth gesture does not add adverbial or any other kind of information to the manual sign and it seems to be part of the phonology of the sign as well. It is shown in figure 4 .20 below. Further, the manual sign curious and the mouth gesture "wrinkled nose, open, left corner up" were combined. This depicts the expression of a curious person and seems to be part of the phonology of the sign, as it could certainly not be formed with a bored expression on the face and on the mouth. As was already the case in several other instances mentioned, the activity of the mouth seems to be part of whole face activity here.
The third type of mouth gesture that was found is enacting mouth gestures (TYPE 3). Due to the nature of the stories that were told, several examples occurred in the women's signing. One example is the sign lick accompanied either by a mouth gesture transcribed as "lick" or "open, stretched, jaw low, tongue 40%". In this case, the mouth gesture is clearly part of the sign, i.e. that the sign could not be formed without the mouth gesture, as is shown in figure 4 .21. Another example of this phenomenon is the sign call combined with the mouth gesture "open, jaw low". This depicts the action of calling out to another person (that is hearing). The mouth gesture actually constitutes the main sign in this case, the hands only play a minor role in forming this sign. They are partly cupped over the mouth, thus emphasizing that the action performed is directed at a certain person, as shown in figure 4 .23 below.
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Figure 4.23 Enacting mouth gesture 3
Further, the sign cry++ was combined with the mouth gesture "open, jaw low, tongue 10%". Just as in the other examples, the mouth reflects the action expressed by the manual sign.
As can be seen in the above classification and qualitative analysis of the mouth gestures occurring in the SOI data, no independent class of "mouth gestures as part of whole face activity" was established. This is due to the fact that it was rather difficult to classify mouth gestures as belonging to this category only. Many of the mouth gestures categorized as "semantically empty" are part of a larger whole face activity that is inherently linked to the manual sign and its phonology. Moreover, some of the signs classified as enacting mouth gestures form part of the activity of the whole face (cry, for example). Further, many of these mouth gestures are rather expressions of emotions than a linguistic means of communication. This issue was already commented on in section 3.2.1. Consequently, I think it impossible to set up a fourth category of mouth gestures. A similar approach was taken by Lewin and Schembri (2009) , who only used the categories "adverbial, enacting mouth gestures" and "echo phonology".
Mouth Actions in the SOI at a Glance
The previous two sections provided a qualitative analysis of the two kinds of mouth actions found in the SOI, namely mouthings and mouth gestures. Furthermore, several subcategories of the broader classes mouthings and mouth gestures were established, which seemed necessary given the large variety of different types especially in the mouthings class. Thus, six different types of mouthings (based on Mohr 2012:197) relevant for the current analysis were established. They are listed below.
TYPE 1 -One-to-one matches of mouthings and manual signs TYPE 2 -Mouthings semantically related to the concept referred to by the manual sign TYPE 3a -Signs that would be glossed as English prepositional verbs only accompanied by the verb referred to by the sign TYPE 3b -Classifier constructions only accompanied by the English verb referred to by the sign TYPE 4 -Inflected English verb form or an English plural of the conventional meaning of a sign TYPE 5 -Reduced mouthings TYPE 6a -Simultaneous compounds or modifiers (mouthings do not directly correspond with the lexical meaning of a manual sign) TYPE 6b -Spread mouthings (mouthings do not directly correspond with the lexical meaning of a manual sign) TYPE 6c -Mouthings that do not directly correspond with the lexical meaning of a manual sign they accompany but relate to the overall story Two types of mouthings were left out of the above list: isolated mouthings, i.e. mouthings that do not accompany any manual sign and mouthings accompanying a fingerspelt sign. The two main reasons for not including them in this typology of mouthings are a) that instances of isolated mouthings were rather rare, and b) that the above classification is concerned with combinations of manual signs and mouthings only, while neither isolated mouthings nor fingerspelt signs involve manual signs in the usual sense. Concerning the second larger category of mouth actions, namely mouth gestures, the classification applied to NGT, SSL and BSL by Crasborn et al. (2008) was utilized. For reasons mentioned in section 4.2.2, only three of the four categories mentioned in this paper were applied to the ISL data. Accordingly, three subclasses of mouth gestures were identified:
